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Abstract:
It is well accepted that an urban region's seismic resilience is directly related to the seismic resilience of the local water systems. Pipelines having low earthquake resistance generally include old pipes and those susceptible to corrosion. The seismic vulnerability of the water transmission pipelines can be evaluated along with the geologic hazards such as landslides, liquefaction, fault movement, etc. In this study, GIS-based analyses are implemented for one of Tehran's main water transmission pipelines, which transfer Mamloo Dam water to Tehran's southern regions, by considering the four most probable earthquake scenarios to evaluate post-earthquake serviceability of the studied pipeline. Transient Ground Deformation (TGD) due to seismic wave propagation, and also Permanent Ground Deformation (PGD), which may result in liquefaction (lateral spreading, and ground settlement) and landslide, are regarded as destructive earthquake effects on the water transmission pipelines. A restoration curve is also developed for the worst scenario to investigate the adequate post-earthquake water supply throughout the service area and ensure rapid system recovery. Results show that the water serviceability index regarding the worst earthquake scenario (Rey fault activated) is 28%, which means that more than 72% of the study area's population will experience severe disruption of water availability in a potential earthquake.

1. Introduction

There is ample evidence that damage due to natural disasters such as earthquakes has increased in the world over the last decades. The concept of seismic resilience has gained significant attention in recent years to mitigate direct and indirect earthquake losses [1-3]. Iran's position on the Alpine-Himalayan seismic belt has put this country among one of the world's largest earthquake-prone countries in a way that, about 97% of Iran's cities and villages are located in seismic regions [4].

Investigation of previous earthquakes in Iran indicates that most of the sustained damage pertained to critical infrastructure, highlights the need to pay further attention to these facilities to prevent possible future physical damage [5]. Recently, several studies have addressed this need by investigating the seismic vulnerability and resilience of some of the lifeline systems in Iran [6-8]. To be more specific, supply, transmission, and distribution of water play an important role in the resilience of the urban regions. Urban water systems are considered as critical infrastructures as they are directly related to a society's vital need, and any interruption to their assigned functionalities can rapidly lead to a catastrophe with destructive consequences. The seismic resilience of an urban region (i.e., the ability to recover from an earthquake with the least amount of negative impacts) can be interconnected to the functionality of water transmission systems. Therefore, it is critical for water transmission systems to recover rapidly after an earthquake. As water transmission systems are not often designed to withstand...
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earthquake forces, there may hence sustain considerable damage during an earthquake. A detailed report on seismic loss estimation of water resource systems was released by ASCE in 1991 [9]. In this study, Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA)-based fragility relations were calculated using collected damage data by Katayama et al. [10] and the Coalinga pipeline damage in 1983. Fragility relation presented by O’Rourke and Ayala [11], was used in FEMA HAZUS-MH’s loss assessment methodology [12]. After the Northridge earthquake in 1994, a GIS-based method was introduced by O’Rourke et al. [13] to examine various factors that can affect the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP) and the Metropolitan Water District (MWD) water supply services. The fragility relations for pipelines were also assessed in terms of Modified Mercalli Intensity (MMI), PGA, and Peak Ground Velocity (PGV). O’Rourke et al. [13] concluded that the best-related factor to the pipeline damage is PGV; therefore, PGV-based fragilities were proposed for steel, Cast Iron (CI), Ductile Iron (DI), and Asbestos Cement (AC) pipelines. In another study, the American Lifeline Alliance (ALA) presented a set of algorithms to compute the probability of earthquake damage that affects various components of water supply systems [14]. Further analyses on water resources' pipeline damages were followed by Pineda-Porras and Ordaz-Schroeder [15] using the Michoacan earthquake data (1985) in Mexico City. A detailed PGV map was used to find the best relationship between repair rate and seismic intensity [16]. Rahnama et al. [17] assessed the seismic vulnerability of 11 primary water distribution networks in Tehran and indicated that all of the considered primary water distribution networks in Tehran would not face much damage, rather only some secondary parts might sustain damage.

This study aims at developing a GIS-based model with the ability to assess the seismic damage to pipelines for two major geological seismic hazards, including ground shaking and ground failure simultaneously. The model developed and used in this study includes four main parts of a database implementation, seismic hazard analysis, vulnerability assessment, and determining the pipeline’s serviceability. While the model is independent of any specific case, it is employed for one of Tehran’s main water transmission pipelines, which transfers the Mamloo Dam water to Tehran’s southern regions; by regarding four probable earthquake scenarios.

2. Method of Approach

In this study various parameters, such as PGA, PGV, and Permanent Ground Displacement (PGD), are calculated to determine the seismic vulnerability of water transmission pipelines. GIS-based analyses are performed to evaluate the post-earthquake serviceability of the studied pipeline. Also, a recovery curve is developed for the worst scenario to investigate the adequate post-earthquake water supply throughout the service area and ensure rapid system recovery.

The methodology for the step by step analysis is presented in detail, as shown in Fig. 1. The used framework consists of the following steps: 1) investigating of site condition, 2) estimating permanent and transient ground deformations, 3) determining pipelines damages, 4) evaluating the serviceability index, and 5) calculating the backup water resources. Fig. 1 presents a flow diagram showing a summary of the framework employed in this study. In summary, HAZUS methodology is used for estimating the permanent and transient ground deformation due to potential earthquakes. Then, pipelines damage rates are estimated to evaluate the number of leaks and breaks that would happen in the length of the pipeline. The outcome is used to determine the serviceability index and backup water resources needed during the repair process. All the mentioned steps are clarified in the next section.

![Fig. 1: Flowchart for evaluating the performance of water transmission systems.](image-url)
3. Case Study

Tehran, the capital city of Iran, has a population of over 8.7 million. The most important water resources in Tehran are Karaj, Lar, Latian, Mamloo, and Taleghan reservoirs. Mamloo Dam reservoir is located on the Jajrood River, about 45 km from east of Tehran. The studied region is located between 32-35 northern latitude and 38-52 eastern longitude of the equator, a part of Tehran Province regarding the country’s divisions. The building of this dam was to take advantage of the capacity of the catchment area of Jajrood River and supply the agricultural water of Varamin and Pakdasht and part of the daily needs of Tehran. The type of construction used in the Mamloo Dam is soiled with a clay core, and the reservoir volume is 250 m\(^3\) [18].

Tehran is situated on the southern foothills of the Alborz Mountains, which is an east-west trending mountain range with a 600 km length and 100 km width along the Alpine Himalayan seismic belt. Tectonically, Alborz is an active zone under tremendous tectonic stresses due to the northward convergence of central Iran toward Eurasia. At Tehran’s longitude, Alborz accommodates 6–10 mm of shortening per year [19-21]. As a result of such active tectonics, Tehran is surrounded by several major faults, embracing some inner-city active faults. These faults mainly show both reverse and strike-slip mechanisms. Here is a brief description of some of the most important active faults inside or in Tehran's vicinity, along with their main specific features [22, 23]. Also, details of the fault model parameters, which are obtained from the JICA study, are summarized in Table 1 [24].

- North Tehran: The most prominent active tectonic structure in Tehran; E–W strike; north-dipping fault surface; length of 175 km with a predominant thrust mechanism along its 110-km western segment, and a predominant left-lateral strike-slip mechanism along its 65-km eastern segment; average slip rate of ~0.3 mm yr\(^{-1}\).
- Mosha: Located at 16-km distance to the north of Tehran; N100° E trending; north-dipping fault surface; a 220-km long, left-lateral oblique reverse fault with dips varying from 35° to 50°; average slip rate of ~0.2 mm yr\(^{-1}\).
- Parchin: Also known as the Eyvanekey fault; situated at the southeast of Tehran; 70 km long; NW–SE strike; has clear ruptures in Quaternary alluvial deposits.
- Rey: A zone located south of Tehran, E–W trending, consisting of Kahrizak, South Rey, and North Rey faults with lengths of 35, 18.5, and 16.5 km, respectively.

3.1. Seismic Hazard Analyses

The first earthquake effect, which can damage lifelines and infrastructure, is Transient Ground Deformation (TGD) due to seismic wave propagation. The second one is Permanent Ground Deformation (PGD), which may result in liquefaction (lateral spreading and ground settlement), landslide, and ground failure. For risk assessment of lifelines and infrastructure as broadened over the country, investigating TGD and PGD is of vital importance. In this study, PGD is first calculated and mapped using the HAZUS methodology [12]. Thereafter, by separating the water transmission pipeline into small segments of 1000 m (to neglect behavior/property variability along with the segments and subsequently increase the accuracy of analyses), the outputs of the hazard analyses are assigned to each segment. The main reasons for pipelines’ segmentation are to accurately consider the geotechnical seismic hazards that varied continuously in each small region [25].

3.1.1. Hazard analyses of ground shaking (seismic wave passage)

TGD caused by seismic waves generated during an earthquake is transient vibratory soil deformation, which is considered a wave passage effect covering broad geographic areas and affects pipelines in different soil types. As proposed in HAZUS, for obtaining PGV, the first step is to calculate the spectral acceleration by having a soil classification of a region in terms of dynamic properties. According to the ShakeMap [26] method, for areas lacking Vs30 maps, including most of the globe, the approach of [27], which provides estimations of Vs30 as a function of more available topographic slope data can be employed. In this study, soil classification is carried out using a topographic gradient map, and the global 1-arcsecond (30-m) SRTM digital elevation model (DEM) of Iran is used for producing a slope map. The soil classification map is then produced, and PGV is inferred from 1-s spectral acceleration using Equation (1).

\[
PGV = \left( \frac{386.4}{2\pi} \cdot S_A \right)/1.65
\]

where \( S_A \) is the spectral acceleration in the 1-s period. Therefore, the induced-PGV map of the studied water transmission pipeline is prepared according to four earthquake scenarios, as shown in Fig. 3.
Table 1. Fault model parameters of four important active faults considered in the current study [24].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Fault</th>
<th>Length (km)</th>
<th>Width (km)</th>
<th>Magnitude($M_w$)</th>
<th>Origin Latitude</th>
<th>Origin Longitude</th>
<th>Azimuth (degrees)</th>
<th>Dip angle (degrees)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>North-Tehran</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>35.6815</td>
<td>52.4955</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Mosha</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>35.5876</td>
<td>51.5061</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Rey</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>35.8255</td>
<td>51.7392</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Parchin</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>35.494</td>
<td>51.773</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2: The studied region map
3.1.2. Hazard analyses of ground failure

The ground failures caused by such geotechnical seismic phenomena as liquefaction (lateral spreading and ground settlement) and landslide are localized in particular prone geographic zones. Liquefaction is the most critical hazard due to ground failure that can threaten infrastructure. Liquefaction is a soil behavior phenomenon in which a saturated soil loses a substantial amount of strength due to excessive pore-water pressure generated by and accumulated during strong earthquake ground shaking [12]. Permanent ground displacements due to lateral spreading and differential settlement are commonly considered as significant potential hazards associated with liquefaction. In this study, to consider the failure caused by soil liquefaction, the Iran liquefaction susceptibility map is used. This map is provided by the International Institute of Earthquake Engineering and Seismology (IIEES) and is based on previous studies performed by Komakpanah [28]. Based on the HAZUS methodology, the probability of liquefaction for a given susceptibility category can be determined using Equation 2:

$$P[\text{Liquefaction}] = \frac{P[\text{Liquefaction}|\text{PGA} = pga]}{K_M K_W} P_{ml}$$

(2)

where $P[\text{Liquefaction}|\text{PGA} = pga]$ is the conditional liquefaction probability for a given susceptibility category at a specified level of PGA, $K_M$ is the moment magnitude correction factor, $K_W$ is the groundwater correction factor, and $P_{ml}$ is the proportion of the susceptible map unit. The expected value of lateral spreading-induced PGD conditioned to the occurrence of liquefaction can be stated as a function of PGA [29]. It is assumed that ground settlement associated with liquefaction is related to the susceptibility category assigned to an area. This assumption is consistent with the relationship presented by Tokimatsu and Seed [30] that indicates strong correlations between volumetric strain (settlement) and soil relative density as a measure of susceptibility. Therefore, the expected settlement at a location is the product of the probability of liquefaction as presented in Equation 2 for a given ground motion level and the characteristic settlement amplitude appropriate to the susceptibility category. The map of liquefaction-induced PGD of the studied water transmission pipeline is presented in Fig. 4 regarding the four considered earthquake scenarios.
Earthquake-induced landslide of a hillside slope occurs when the static plus inertia forces within the slide mass cause the factor of safety to drop below 1.0 temporarily. The value of PGA within the slide mass required to cause the factor of safety to drop to 1.0 is denoted by the critical or yield acceleration (ac). This acceleration value is determined based on pseudo-static slope stability analyses and/or empirically based on observations of slope behavior during past earthquakes. The landslide hazard evaluation requires the characterization of a region’s landslide susceptibility or sub-regions soil/geologic conditions. For this purpose, the Iran landslide susceptibility map, provided by the Geological Survey of Iran [31], and critical acceleration at any location proposed by HAZUS for susceptibility categories are used. The permanent ground displacements are determined using Equation (3):

\[
E[PGD] = E\left[\frac{d}{a_{is}}\right]a_{cr}n
\]

where \(E\left[\frac{d}{a_{is}}\right]\) is the expected displacement factor, \(a_{is}\) is the induced acceleration (in a decimal fraction of g’s), and \(n\) is the number of cycles. A relation derived from the results of Makdisi and Seed [32] is used to calculate downslope displacements. Based on HAZUS, at any given location, there is a specified probability of having a landslide susceptible deposit, and that landsliding either occurs or does not occur within susceptible deposits depending on whether the induced peak ground acceleration exceeds the critical acceleration. Hence, the landslide occurrence probability is achieved using Table 2. The map of landslide-induced PGD of the studied water transmission pipeline is presented in Fig. 5 for the considered scenarios.

Fig. 4: Liquefaction-induced PGD contours of the pipeline for different scenarios.
Table 2: Percentage of Map Area Having a Landslide-Susceptible Deposit [12]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Susceptibility Category</th>
<th>None</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>IV</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>VI</th>
<th>VII</th>
<th>VIII</th>
<th>IX</th>
<th>X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Map Area</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Damage Assessment

For pipelines, two damage states are considered; these are leaks and breaks. Generally, when a pipe sustains damage due to ground failure (PGD), the type of damage is likely a break, while when a pipe sustains damage due to seismic wave propagation (PGV), the type of damage is likely a joint pull-out or crushing at the bell. The loss methodology assumes that damage due to seismic waves will consist of 80% leaks and 20% breaks, while damage due to ground failure will consist of 20% leaks and 80% breaks. The vulnerability functions, which relate overall pipe damage measures to relatively simple demand intensity descriptions, are entirely empirical relationships that express the pipeline expected failure as a function of

Fig. 5: Landslide-induced PGD contours of the pipeline for different scenarios.
seismic parameters of strong ground motion. These functions, which are presented based on reported damage from historical earthquakes, express the pipeline's seismic damages as Repair Rate (RR) per unit length of pipe. RR can be explained as a rate between the number of repairs and the length [km] of a pipe exposed to seismic hazards, which mainly includes TGD and PGD caused by Strong Ground Shaking (SGS) and Ground Failure (GF), respectively. Different damage sources (SGS and GF), materials, joint, and diameter of pipes are taken into account to provide damage functions (Equations (4) and (5)) by the ALA [14] to calculate the RR.

\[
R.R_{SGS} = K_1, 0.002416, PGV
\]

\[
R.R_{GF} = K_2, 11.223, PGD^{0.319}
\]

where, for example, \(K_1\) and \(K_2\) for continuous iron pipelines are both 0.15. According to the hazard analysis section results and using Equations 4 and 5, the RR maps are accordingly produced. Fig. 6 shows the maps of the number of leaks due to the PGV and PGD. Also, Fig. 7 shows the break maps due to the PGV and PGD for the considered scenarios.

**Fig. 6:** The map of the number of leaks, for four different scenarios.
4. System Performance

4.1. Serviceability Evaluation

This section outlines the simplified methodology for a quick evaluation of the system's performance in the aftermath of an earthquake. This approach is based on system performance studies performed on the water network in Oakland, Tokyo, and San Francisco [14]. Based on these results, the damage algorithm proposed in this earthquake loss estimation for the simplified system performance evaluation is defined by a "conjugate" lognormal function (i.e., $1 - \text{lognormal function}$). This damage function has a median of 0.1 repairs/km and a beta of 0.85, and is shown in Fig. 8. Hence, with the given knowledge of the pipe classification and length, one can estimate the system performance. That is, damage algorithms provided in the previous section evaluate repair rates and therefore the expected total number of repairs (i.e., by multiplying the predicted repair rate for each pipe type in the network by its length and summing up all pipes in the network) using Equations 6 and 7.

$$
\text{Number of leak} = \sum_{j} \sum_{i} (RR_{\text{leak}})_{ij} L_i P_j
$$

Fig. 7: The map of the number of breaks, for four different scenarios.
The average repair rate is then computed as the ratio of the expected total number of repairs to the total length of pipes in the network by employing Eq. 8.

\[
\text{Average break rate} = \frac{\text{Number of break}}{\sum L_i}
\]  

(8)

Hence, the serviceability index right after the earthquake is calculated using Equations 9, 10, and 11:

\[
\text{SI} = 1 - \text{Lognormal}_{\text{cumulative}}(x; \text{Average break rate}, \text{mean: } \ln(0.1), S_D: 0.85)
\]

(9-a)

or

\[
\text{SI} = 1 - \text{Normal}_{\text{cumulative}}(x; \frac{\text{Average break rate}}{0.1}, \text{mean: } 0, S_D: 0)
\]

(9-b)

According to the GIS-based analyses previously presented in Fig. 6 and 7, the total number of leaks and breaks due to liquefaction, landslide, and PGV for the considered scenarios are calculated and shown in Table 2. Also, the calculated average break rate and serviceability index are presented in Table 3.

Pipelines having poor earthquake resistance generally include old pipes and those susceptible to corrosion. Replacing old and vulnerable pipes with more seismically resistant and corrosion-resistant pipes reduces damage and can improve the post-earthquake network performance. Inadequate maintenance reduces the integrity and increases a facilities’ vulnerability to earthquake damage. Therefore, providing adequate and continued maintenance for pipelines and other facilities helps safeguard against seismic damage. In this regard, a comparison is made between the current/initial performance of the studied pipeline (28% serviceability as presented in Table 4) and the updated performance after some hypothetical seismic improvements. As presented in Table 4 and Fig. 9, the water transmission pipeline’s post-earthquake performance is considerably improved by implementing some seismic improvement efforts.

Fig. 8: Damage Index versus Average Break Rate for Post-Earthquake System Performance Evaluation [12].
Table 2. Number of leaks and breaks due to liquefaction, landslide, and PGV for four scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Number of the liquefaction-induced leak</th>
<th>Number of liquefaction-induced breaks</th>
<th>Number of the landslide-induced leak</th>
<th>Number of landslide-induced breaks</th>
<th>Number of PGV-induced leaks</th>
<th>Number of PGV-induced breaks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>5.35</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>6.53</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Calculated average break rate and serviceability index

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Number of Total Leaks</th>
<th>Number of Total Breaks</th>
<th>Total Length</th>
<th>Average break rate</th>
<th>Serviceability index (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>74.13</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>88.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>74.13</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>91.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.56</td>
<td>12.27</td>
<td>74.13</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>27.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>74.13</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>58.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9: Progressed serviceability of the studied pipeline regarding seismically performance improvement.

Table 4. Initial and updated serviceability index after seismic improvement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seismically improved the length of the pipeline (km)</th>
<th>Number of Total Breaks</th>
<th>Total Length</th>
<th>Average break rate</th>
<th>Serviceability index (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>12.27</td>
<td>74.13</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>7.66</td>
<td>74.13</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>4.62</td>
<td>74.13</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2. Pipeline Restoration Analysis

As one of the main elements of the water infrastructure resilience model, understanding restoration time is critical for decision-makers and urban planners. It can improve the disaster resilience of cities in high-risk areas around the globe. The restoration functions for pipelines are expressed in terms of the number of days needed to fix the possible leaks and breaks. These restoration functions are given in Table 5.

Table 5. Restoration function for water pipelines [14]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Diameter from: (in)</th>
<th>Diameter to: (in)</th>
<th># Fixed Breaks per Day per worker</th>
<th># Fixed Leaks per Day per worker</th>
<th>Priority</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>1 (Highest)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>5 (Lowest)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>Unknown diameter, or for Default Data Analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>6 (Lowest)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where the user can specify the total number of available workers, it should be noted that the values in Table 5 are based on the following assumptions:

1. Pipes that are less than 20” in diameter are defined as small, while pipes with a diameter greater than 20” are defined as large.”
2. For both small and large pipes, a 16-hour daily shift is assumed.
3. For small pipes, a 4-person crew needs 4 hours to fix a leak, while the same 4-person crew needs 8 hours to fix a break. (Mathematically, this is equivalent to saying it needs 16 people to fix a leak in one hour and it needs 32 people to fix a break in one hour).
4. For large pipes, a 4-person crew needs 6 hours to fix a leak, while the same 4-person crew needs 12 hours to fix a break. (Mathematically, this is equivalent to say it requires 24 people to fix a leak in one hour and 48 people to fix a break in one hour).

With this algorithm for potable water pipelines, the total number of days needed for quality repairs is calculated using Eq. 12:

\[
\text{Days needed to finish all repairs} = \left(\frac{1}{\text{available worker}}\right) \times \left[\left(\frac{\# \text{ small pipe leaks}}{1.0}\right) + \left(\frac{\# \text{ small pipe breaks}}{0.5}\right) + \left(\frac{\# \text{ large pipe leaks}}{0.66}\right) + \left(\frac{\# \text{ large pipe breaks}}{0.33}\right)\right]
\]

According to the above-mentioned consideration and also regarding the rough average of 247000 cubic meters of water transmitted per day utilizing the studied pipeline, the backup water resources needed during the repair process are evaluated. After that, the number of workers needed to accomplish all repairs at a particular time can be calculated by employing Fig. 10 and assuming the backup water resources. It is worth noting that Fig. 10 is produced regarding the worst earthquake scenario (when the Rey fault is activated), which causes the least serviceability index of 27.65%. For example, as shown in Fig. 10, if the backup resources save 2.1 million cubic meters of water with a crew size of 5, it can then be expected that nine days is needed to finish all repairs according to the Rey fault activation scenario.

![Fig. 10: Restoration curve for the worst scenario (Rey fault activation).](image)
It is understood that the overall resilience increases while the number of impacted customers reduces. Although the time required for total system recovery may be reduced by implementing some seismic improvement efforts, a forecast of the crews needed to ensure adequate response and recovery is required; this can be facilitated using the results of damage estimates explained before to complete repairs needed and to meet the performance criteria. It is important to note that if the crews maintained for routine operations are not adequate to meet the performance criteria, additional teams may be necessary. Since it is yet generally difficult to justify sustaining additional crews in preparation for an emergency, seismic improvements should be performed to reduce the crew size, alternatively. Hence, a reliable estimation about what will happen after a probable earthquake must be made, similar to what is done in the current study, to evaluate the post-earthquake resilience of the water transmission systems. Such studies can provide useful information for the decision maker and responsible authorities to plan for mitigating the probable damages due to the predicted seismic hazard level.

5. Conclusion

Infrastructure has always played an important role in the seismic resilience of urban regions. Water transmission systems are considered vital infrastructure; they should hence be rigorously assessed as to whether they can keep their functionality if subjected to seismic loads, and they sustain damage, how long it would take for their recovery process. As earthquake events are often followed by several consequences, a rigorous investigation should include not only the earthquake itself but also its consequences such as landslides, liquefaction, fault movement, etc. To meet this aim, a macro-scale study employing GIS is needed whereby potential earthquake and post-earthquake damage can be predicted; required mitigation strategies can hence be adopted in advance. This research aimed at analyzing Tehran’s southern water transmission system subject to the earthquake and post-earthquake events. This research demonstrates the vital importance of urban resilience features, recovery time, and functional recovery teams to increase urban water system resilience. Results indicated that in the worst potential earthquake (Rey fault activated), water transmission systems would suffer more than 72% of the service disruption just after the probable earthquake, which means 28% of the system serviceability would exist. This article also made a comparison to depict how performing some seismic improvements in the most vulnerable segments of the pipeline can enhance the system serviceability. Results show that retrofitting and improving the 6 km and 13 km of the pipeline’s vulnerable length will increase the serviceability to 48% and 71%, respectively.
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